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Abstract

Objective: Patient safety is fundamental to high-quality patient care. Critical steps toward improving the safety of the health care system include ensuring that the system is aware of its errors so that effective remedies can be applied, and enhancing the trustworthiness of the health care system for patients by disclosing errors that are meaningful to them. This study aimed to construct a conceptual model of the factors that facilitate or hinder disclosure of medical errors.

Methods: We conducted 25 separate focus groups with attending physicians, nurses, residents, patients, and hospital administrators at 5 academic medical centers in a university health care system. The protocol probed the ethical perceptions of participants and the details of disclosure expectations. Audiotapes of the focus groups were transcribed and analyzed using Atlas.ti software. Codes were assigned to the text in an iterative fashion. Themes were identified and assembled into a model of disclosure. Results: All groups believed that errors should be disclosed. Important influences on whether disclosure would occur fell into four categories: provider factors, patient factors, error factors, and institutional culture. Provider issues included perceived professional responsibility, fears, and training. Patient factors included their desire for information, level of health care sophistication, and rapport with their provider. Error factors included level of harm and whether patients and others were aware of the error and the harm. Perceived tolerance for error and a supportive infrastructure were institutional factors that influenced disclosure. Conclusion: This grounded model of error disclosure delineates areas for interventions to increase disclosure as a step toward improving patient safety.

Introduction

Patient safety in American hospitals must be improved. The Institute of Medicine report, To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System, released in 2000, brought the issue of medical mistakes to the attention of the American public and Government in a dramatic way. The report focused attention on the large number of potentially preventable deaths in U.S. hospitals. Deaths due to medical errors in the United States were estimated to exceed the annual number of deaths due to breast cancer, motor vehicle accidents, or AIDS. Medical errors are estimated to cost the Nation $17 billion in direct health care, disability, and lost income. Patient safety is fundamental to high-quality patient care. A critical step toward improving the safety of the health care system would be to ensure that the
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system is aware of its errors. Nondisclosure of medical mistakes obstructs quality assurance interventions integral to systematic improvement in health care.

A critical mechanism to enhance safety in other highly technical industries involves the identification and scrutiny of error with implementation of a corrective feedback loop. The aviation industry, with its successful confidential reporting system, serves as one example. Theoretically, disclosure of medical mistakes would be facilitated if those involved in health care viewed disclosure of errors and near misses as the aviation industry does, namely, as vital to the overall improvement of the system. Disclosure in such an environment would be viewed as serving the higher purpose of improving patient safety, rather than merely exposing individual clinicians to blame and litigation.

In addition to the theoretical benefits, studies find that both patients and physicians believe that medical errors should be disclosed. Yet, it appears this practice is uncommon in health care. Thus, instead of a self-correcting system that improves from each mistake, health care limps toward improvement, acting only on errors identified by either grave harm or rare voluntary disclosure. Disclosure in health care is hampered by many factors, including financial and legal barriers, an expectation of perfection promulgated by medicine, interactions within the provider-patient relationship, and a culture that focuses on individual responsibility rather than system improvement. This contrasts with the physicians’ professional responsibility to provide the highest quality of medical care and to act in the patient’s best interest. Understanding the expectations of patients and providers concerning disclosure and the factors that impede disclosure can elucidate the contrasts between expressed values and observed behaviors.

Several studies of patients reveal that they desire full disclosure of a medical error. A study of 149 internal medicine patients from an academic outpatient clinic in California showed that 98 percent of respondents would want a mistake to be acknowledged in some way, regardless of whether the harm was minor, moderate, or severe. Similarly, 91 percent of patients surveyed in a New England-based managed care plan reported they wanted to be told of errors even if they did not result in harm.

Studies indicate that physicians also believe that errors causing harm should be revealed. Yet, in studies surveying both physicians and patients about errors, variation in views begins to emerge. A British study of ophthalmologists and their patients found that 92 percent of patients and 60 percent of ophthalmologists thought the patient should have been told of a cataract surgery complication that altered the surgery but did not result in harm to the patient. Prior research also demonstrates a difference between perceptions of what should happen and actual behavior. In a vignette-based study, 95 percent of physicians indicated that they would disclose an error to a patient, however they acknowledged that there is a difference between reality and hypothetical cases, and that in a real life situation their actions may be quite different. This idea is supported by findings in the open-ended questionnaire study of Wu et al., which showed that only 24 percent of internal medicine residents who reported making
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mistakes described discussing the error with the affected patient, and only 54 percent discussed it with their attending physician.\textsuperscript{7} More recently, a qualitative study with patients and physicians showed that patients wanted more information about medical errors than physicians were apt to provide.\textsuperscript{15}

One way to understand the discrepancy in patient expectations and provider behavior would be to understand the factors that influence the decision to disclose error. Fear of litigation,\textsuperscript{18, 19} fear of harming one’s reputation,\textsuperscript{20} and emotional distress \textsuperscript{8, 20} have been suggested as factors inhibiting a physician’s decision to disclose. Furthermore, there are others involved in the care of patients who stand to be affected by the disclosure of a mistake; yet the influence of coworkers, administrators, and others has been inadequately explored.\textsuperscript{9, 21–23}

Disclosure rates presented in the medical literature range from 24 percent to 98 percent. Differences relate to method of data collection, study design, and definition of disclosure. Studies using closed-ended, self-administered questionnaires consistently report higher disclosure rates, while investigations using open-ended questionnaires reveal much lower rates. The methodological approach employed is key to developing a full model of disclosure and its influences. A grounded approach that includes the views of the variety of stakeholders may best portray a comprehensive understanding of the factors that influence the decision to disclose. Our study explored the expectations and actions of health care stakeholders—including nurses, residents, attending physicians, administrators, and patients—in order to describe the factors influential in the decision whether or not to disclose a medical error.

Methods

We employed a qualitative approach to identify disclosure views of clinicians, patients, and administrators by conducting focus groups at five academic medical centers in one university system. Five separate focus groups of residents, attending physicians, nurses, patients, and hospital administrators were conducted at each site. The protocol probed the ethical perceptions of participants and the details of disclosure expectations. Audiotapes of the 25 focus groups were transcribed and analyzed. Codes were assigned to the text in an iterative fashion, and we identified themes that emerged from the data.

Qualitative studies are often designed to answer questions of process: How or why does something happen? In order to attempt to answer the question, “What affects the decision to disclose a medical error?” we used a grounded qualitative technique. Qualitative studies rely on inductive methods of inquiry and seek to produce a description of reality.\textsuperscript{24} The inductive approach has the capacity to probe for deep, rich information. The goal is to arrive at a full “understanding that is directed toward reconstructions of previously held constructions.”\textsuperscript{25} This method is an important way to get data that would be difficult to obtain in any other way, such as from marginalized or remote populations or concerning sensitive topics.\textsuperscript{26}
Since empirical evidence suggests that the behavior of interest—disclosure of a medical error—occurs infrequently and a major focus of this project is the error that is not disclosed, an “in vivo” study is infeasible. Qualitative research techniques have been especially useful for exploring sensitive topics such as ethical dilemmas or unethical behaviors. Many believe that focus groups, in particular, are the best way to get people to talk openly about potentially vulnerable topics. Focus groups are good at uncovering the attitudes and beliefs that dictate behavior because the interactions and shared experiences of the homogeneous group members provide a rich source of otherwise unobtainable information. Homogeneity is an important aspect of the success of a focus group. For this reason we convened separate groups of stakeholders assembled to discuss the topic of error disclosure. We aimed to create an atmosphere where all would feel at ease, thus enhancing the probability of a candid discussion of this sensitive subject and decreasing the chance of subordinate positioning and posturing that would interfere with open dialogue.

Focus groups

Separate focus groups of attending physicians, residents, nurses, administrators, and previously hospitalized patients were conducted at each of five academic medical centers between April and September 2003—a total of 25 focus groups. The focus groups had a mean of 10 participants (range of 4–14). Each participant provided informed consent for their involvement in the discussion and gave permission to be audiotaped. Groups convened for 60 to 90 minutes and refreshments were served. Two of the authors moderated all of the groups. Each of the five academic centers’ institutional review boards approved the study protocol.

Using e-mails and general announcements, an effort was made to recruit provider participants (nurses, attending physicians, and residents) from different specialties, including internal medicine and its subspecialties, surgery and its subspecialties, anesthesia, family medicine, obstetrics, gynecology, pediatrics, and pathology.

Patient participants were recruited through their physicians. Patient participants had received medical care at the medical center during the past 2 years, were at least 18 years old (with the exception of sick children who were represented by their parents), and spoke English. They had a variety of illnesses, ranging from heart transplant to femur fracture. Many had chronic illnesses.

We scheduled the administrator focus group during one of their regular meetings to facilitate attendance. Medical directors were excluded because they participated in the team that designed the project. Administrator participants comprised the senior staff for each medical center and usually included risk management and quality improvement personnel.

The discussion followed a predetermined format based on a protocol developed through literature review and pilot testing. Our guide included open-ended questions designed to establish beliefs, behaviors, and perceived barriers
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and facilitators to disclosure. The same protocol was used at each of the sessions, and it began with the following fictional scenario of an error:

A 62-year-old diabetic patient with chronic renal insufficiency is admitted to the hospital with a new onset gastrointestinal (GI) bleed. He is made “nothing by mouth” (nil per os, NPO) for endoscope, but his medications were not held. Due to severe hypoglycemia, the patient had a seizure, fell off his bed, and fractured his hip.

Participants were asked if there should be disclosure of the error of not holding the medication. After discussion, with probes used as needed by the moderator, the question was asked for the same scenario, “Would the provider disclose the error?” The discussion then broadly explored factors associated with whether disclosure would occur. Probes inquired about types of errors, the importance of error outcomes, and factors in the physician-patient relationship. Financial and legal aspects of error disclosure surfaced in the discussion. Participants often presented their actual behaviors and experiences to serve as examples and to question one another.

We audiotaped each session. An observer documented the session by hand, noting relevant group dynamics. Each session’s tape was transcribed verbatim. Each transcript was then reviewed with the audiotape to fill in any missing sections and to correct medical terms. All references to names, places, or other unique identifiers were removed from the final version. Notes from the sessions were incorporated into the analysis both as a check and to fill in information.

The software program Atlas.ti Version 4.2 (Scientific Software Development, Berlin) was used to organize and analyze the data. Analysis consisted of reviewing the transcripts and coding quotations with appropriate identifying labels. This led to theme building through an iterative process that discerned recurring patterns until saturation of ideas was achieved. Based on the generated codes and themes, the views of patients, physicians, nurses, and administrators could be described. A preliminary model of disclosure was then constructed.

Results

A total of 55 attending physicians, 50 residents, 45 nurses, 36 patients, and 54 administrators participated in the focus groups. The mean duration of experience at their medical center for all groups—including the patients—was quite long, except for residents (Table 1). The majority of respondents were white. Most attending physicians and administrators were male, while more nurses, residents, and patients were female.

The five sites were similar in number of participants, age, gender, ethnicity, and duration of experience at the medical center (Table 2).
Table 1. Characteristics of participants in focus groups, by type of group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>% Male</th>
<th>% White</th>
<th>Mean number of years at medical center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attending physicians</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrators</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = number of participants

Table 2. Characteristics of participants in focus groups, by site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>% Male</th>
<th>% White</th>
<th>Mean number of years at medical center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = number of participants

In general, all groups endorsed the disclosure of error to patients where there was harm. Differences between and within groups emerged concerning the need to disclose and the likelihood of disclosure of medical errors that did not result in substantial harm. Focusing specifically on the provider’s decision “to tell or not to tell,” important influences grouped into four general categories: provider factors, patient factors, error factors, and institutional culture. Influential provider issues included perceived professional responsibility, fears, and training. Patient factors included their desire for information, level of health care sophistication, and rapport with their provider. The level of harm caused by the error and whether patients and others were aware of the error and any harm were principal error characteristics related to disclosure. Institutional culture, including perceived tolerance for error and supportive infrastructure, was identified as integral to the disclosure decision (Figure 1).

**Provider factors**

The personal characteristics and attitudes of the provider figured most prominently in the decision to disclose a medical error. Consistent with professional codes, providers described a strong sense of duty and responsibility
for their patient’s welfare. One provider stated, “No matter what happens in the care of the patient,. . . I am the one who is responsible for that patient.” Phrases such as, “The patient has the right to know” and “It’s your obligation to do so” were common and reflected an ideology that the provider has an ethical duty to discuss error with his/her patients.

The providers’ articulated responsibility for the welfare of the patient stood in stark contrast with the profound fears acknowledged by the provider groups. One nurse explained, “I think fear kind of captures a lot of different emotions that would prevent somebody [from disclosing] . . . fear of being mistrusted or fear of retribution, fear of damaging career opportunities.” Potential threat to job status played a role in deciding whether to disclose. But there were many other sources of fear, as described by one resident: “I think there are a few kinds of fear. One is fear of what your colleagues are going to think. Two is fear of being sued and what is that going to do to your future, and three is your own internal fear of admitting to yourself that you made a mistake.” While many attending physicians and residents related that a major fear contributing to their reluctance to disclose an error was “overwhelmingly, malpractice liability,” others recognized that the greater deterrent was the direct negative impact of breaking the bad news for which the medical team was at least in part responsible: “When you go out to talk to the family, [it is] the displeasure they are going to have with you [that matters]. You are going to feel like you are just a bad guy.” A sense of shame not only served as a direct deterrent, but providers saw the disclosure of less-than-perfect medical care as creating a “loss of rapport with the patient,” a potential to
“undermine your relationship with the patient,” and leading to “trust get[ting] eroded.”

Many providers were concerned with their lack of familiarity with how best to handle a situation that involved a medical error. Clinicians cited several factors hindering disclosure: “…the emphasis, at least in my training, has been – don’t talk about anything, keep quiet.” Some felt a lack of skills to handle communicating certain aspects of the error. One physician flatly stated, “My God, this is really uncomfortable and I don’t have confidence about how to do it.” A nurse felt similarly and relayed, “I learned how to discuss grief and loss… But error? No… it’s all on-the-job.” Others had doubts concerning the correct actions from an organizational or legal perspective: “As soon as it gets into the legal realm, suddenly as an attending physician, I feel like I need to be coached as to what can be said and how it can be said and so forth.” Administrators admitted that “we might not train our physicians enough about how to go about [disclosing error].”

Overall, providers perceived a variety of obstacles to revealing mistakes. Fears ranged from legal and economic repercussions of an error to potentially tarnished reputations to the proximate discomfort of the interaction with patient and family. Lack of experience, perceived lack of standards taught in training, and poorly developed skills to communicate mistakes made the activation energy required to promote disclosure seem overwhelming, despite the highly valued professional responsibility to act in the best interest of the patient.

**Patient factors**

Patients’ views, capabilities, and attitudes influence a provider’s decision concerning disclosure of error. Providers describe consideration of a patient’s wishes, knowledge, and the strength of the physician-patient relationship. One physician summarized it this way: “I almost think it needs to be on a patient-by-patient basis. The same case could happen to two different patients. And it may be appropriate to report one, whereas it may not be so appropriate to report the other, depending upon the patient’s overall psyche.” Clinicians specified established rapport between patient and provider as one of the most influential factors in the decision to disclose: “If doctors have a good relationship with their patients... patients really would relate well with their doctors. And medical errors, we could dialogue with in a pretty decent way.” One physician elaborated on this common understanding:

*If you develop a good relationship over time with the patient and his family, if you are sincere and honest about it from the start, if you appear to be a caring human being, they will excuse almost anything. If you are abrupt and short and you are dishonest, if you try to hide or you seem duplicitous and you seem uncaring and detached, then you are going to be in real trouble.*
Patient responses confirmed provider views that patients value their relationship with their provider and take it into consideration when an error has occurred. One patient explained,

_I’ve had one doctor for 23 years and I have a great rapport with him and he could pretty much tell me anything and I would...feel a lot better about it because we’ve gone through so much together. And, as opposed to another doctor, who I’ve had for just a couple of years—since I had my heart attack—who is a classic “I’ve-got-exactly-7-minutes-because-I’m-such-a-specialist” and he’s 2 hours late to the appointment, to boot. If he told me something like that, I would be absolutely livid and it would be totally different._

While nearly all patients wanted to hear about errors that caused substantial harm, some patients would not want to be informed of every error. Patients expressed feeling overwhelmed by that type of disclosure: “There’s so much that goes on, I can’t imagine having to fill you in on every single detail...” One patient favoring universal disclosure stated, “If it was me, and I’m the only one I can speak for, I would want to know because I would want the benefit of deciding for myself how serious was this.” Another patient stated that “lack of patient knowledge is really detrimental” to a patient’s care, and that if a patient was not well informed about their health, then they might not want to know about errors. Some patients justified selective nondisclosure, speculating that “technical words might put fear into the treatment, and, therefore, they don’t cooperate.” Some patients also saw disclosure as potentially harmful to established rapport. To illustrate this, one patient invoked the issue of trust in the patient-provider relationship: “Every time you step in an elevator, do you wonder whether the engineer made a mistake or not? You put yourself in the hands of your professional...”

**Error factors**

The outcome of the error—who is aware of it and the likelihood that it will become known—strongly influences provider decisions concerning disclosure. One physician’s statement reflects what many expressed: “I don’t know that we disclose all errors. We tend to focus on the ones that have an impact on their care.” Many providers indicated that “errors that are either evident to a patient or have immediate consequences or significant consequences to the patient” are most likely to be discussed with patients. Justifications for not disclosing an error that did not result in permanent harm included statements like “nothing happened, so there’s no reason to bring up an issue that hasn’t been brought up and the patient won’t bring up” and “for something that didn’t cause harm, no need for [the patient] to worry about it.”

Providers uniformly indicated that patient awareness of an error increased the chance of disclosure. One physician explained it this way: “I think that recognition on the part of the patient that something may have been wrong is an adverse event.” This physician illustrated his point by comparing disclosure of medical mistakes to aviation errors, stating, “There are near misses in the skies all
the time. They do not get on the intercom and say, ‘You know what? We just
came within 200 feet [of another plane].’ But if a lot of people in the airplane see
it, then they do come on and they explain it.” Error outcome and patient
awareness of the error outweighed any other determinants for disclosure related to
the error itself.

Institutional culture

The institutional culture in which clinicians function has a major impact on
their willingness to admit errors. Providers attributed many of their perceptions
and actions to the institutional culture in which they were immersed: “There
obviously is a physician culture and nursing culture and a management
culture…the culture is important.” One provider described an atmosphere that
was intolerant of error: “The remark – Goddamn, what were you thinking? –
comes out pretty often. When you get that kind of response when you admit your
error, you are very unlikely to continue admitting your errors.” Institutional
infrastructure can similarly contribute to the likelihood of disclosure. Though
some hospitals had specific policies prescribing disclosure of errors, few
providers were aware of the official policy, stating, “I can say right now that I do
not know what the policy is.” Another aspect of the hospital culture that affects
disclosure includes workload and scheduling, as expressed by this resident: “If
you don’t have a lot of time on your hands or if you’re really overwhelmed with
work, I think your threshold goes up as to what kinds of errors need to be
reported.”

Providers suggested changes in institutional culture: “There needs to be a
culture where individuals do not feel penalized for reporting errors. You should
feel comfortable reporting to the chief of service or the head of nursing.” Many
acknowledged that there are few good ways to change culture. Modeling was
recommended by many as an answer: “…[S]how people, ‘This is how [to be] a
good physician,’ by attendings who acknowledge those kinds of things and
discuss them …. ” Changing resident work hours and better defining errors that
require disclosure were seen as improvements to institutional infrastructure that
would support disclosure behaviors.

Conclusion

The influences on error disclosure to patients demonstrate that in general, the
values of patients, providers, and institutions align concerning errors of
consequence to patients. Yet, even for the harm-producing errors, significant
barriers at the level of the provider and institutional culture hinder disclosure.
Many of these, such as provider unfamiliarity with disclosure techniques and
procedures, an institutional culture of blame, and lack of role modeling, can be
amenable to intervention.

Disclosure of errors that have not caused significant harm or about which
patients are unaware pose even more complex targets for intervention. These are
the errors likely to inform quality-improvement interventions because they are
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more common and less frequently revealed. Disclosure of such errors requires provider knowledge of the patient’s desire for information and may require disclosure of information to the institution that is not revealed to the patient. Such models are more intricate, but are still buffeted by the same strong forces of provider fears and institutional culture and require careful consideration of the physician-patient relationship.
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